AIM Golf Quiz 2015

1) Predict how many birdies will be recorded during this tournament?

a) less than 1400
b) from 1400 to 1500
c) more than 1500

There were 1630 birdies in the tournament, so the correct answer is c).

2) Predict how many greens out of 18 the champion will hit in regulation on Sunday?

The champion, Emiliano Grillo, hit 10 greens in regulation on Sunday.

3) Which of the following is not the name of a golf club?

a) wedgie
b) niblick
c) mashie
d) brassie

The only term above which is not a name of a golf club is wedgie, so the correct answer is a).

4) Predict how many one putts will be recorded during this tournament?

a) less than 2000
b) from 2000 to 2499
c) from 2500 to 3000
d) more than 3000

There were 3155 one putts in the tournament, so the correct answer is d).

5) Predict the longest drive of the tournament (in yards).

a) less than 380
b) from 380 to 399
c) from 400 to 420
d) more than 420

The longest drive of the tournament was Daniel Berger’s on hole 18, round 2 and it was 370 yards. So a) is the correct answer.

Congratulations to John Negrete and Jeremy Sousa, who were the quiz winners. They both will receive a Bose SoundTouch 10 system.